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Extension Students Are Welcomed
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CONSTITUTION TO BE REWRITTEN
Servicemen's
Open House
Is Saturday
The Rollins Student Council together with the entire student
body and Administration are working together to arrange a "Welcome for Extension Students" at
Rollins on Saturday, November 3.
The extension students will consist of about 75 service men taking
courses from Rollins' professors
at Sanford Naval Station and Patrick Air Base.
This Saturday the servicemen
are being brought to the campus to
get acquainted with other members of the "Rollins Family" and
to tour the entire campus.
They will arrive a t 2:30 p.m. and
at 3:00 p.m. a tour of the campus
will be conducted in small groups.
At 4:30 p.m. there will be Open
House in all the girls' dorms.
Supper will be served a t 6 p.m.
in the Beanery for the guests and
at 7 p.m. the boys on the campus
will hold Open House for the service men.
An informal dance has been
scheduled in the Center Patio from
8:30 p.m. till 11:30 p.m. for couples
only. The entire Rollins Family
is invited.

L_».? Council, College to
Build Tennis Courts
The majority of the groups at Student Council last Monday agreed
that the constitution should be completely rewritten.
This action will have to be taken through amending procedure.
At the next Council meeting President Hal Suit will appoint a committee to begin work on the constitution.
The advisory committee of John DeGrove, Mary Ann Hobart, Dave
Redding, Dick Stuart and Dick Vreeland, appointed by Hal Suit was
fully approved.
It was announced that the administration is willing to help in
obtaining new tennis courts. It
will also give $2100 toward buying
new tennis courts. A transformer
has already been purchased for
lighting the present courts a t
night. If the Council will pay
In a meeting of the Rollins Col- for the lights reported to cost
lege Publications Union, Monday, $2200.93, the Administration will
Gerry Walker was elected editor install the transformer and wiring.
of the Flamingo, student literary
The first speaker on the News
publication.
Briefing program, November 14,
will be President McKean. After
The head position of the Flathe program. Delta Chi will lead
mingo was vacated because Kit group singing.
Graham, editor elect last spring,
Hal explained that the Speaker
did not return to Rollins.
Service is not designed to recruit
Letters of application for the students but that that will probably be the ultimate goal. Bill
job were submitted to the PublicaShelton, Director of Public Relations, said that the topics of the
Service would be announced on
the Rollins College Album, over
WDBO, Friday night, to acquaint
Central Florida citizens with it.

Gerald Walker
Is Elected To

FROSH OFFICERS ELECTED in last Friday's run-offs settled down
immediately to take care of Freshman business. Takayo Tsubouchi,
Bryant Smith and Fred March busily discuss the Freshman Show,
"The Dinky Line", being presented on November 8.

Two Factions Claiming
Leadership of Indy Men

There are currently two separate and distinct groups of students
claiming the leadership of the Independent Men's organization.
This situation developed after a totally unexpected and highly
roganized coup had apparently abolished the existing constitution of
the organization and laid grounds for drawing up a new one and
appointing new officers.
Striking through a loophole in the constitution a group of Independent Men called for its simple
suspension. The constitution had
no provision for a suspension, labeled as such, and the measure
passed by a simple majority of
seventeen to nine, at the regular
On Sunday, November 4, Mr. John C. Gleason will be the guest Monday night meeting.
Joe Augeri, president of the Inspeaker in the Chapel. His talk will launch the Chapel Fund Drive
dependent Men, and Don Kurz,
for 1951.
The Executive Secretary of the Southern Regional ofifice of vice president of the organization,
World Student Service Fund, Mr. Gleason is a graduate of Ohio promptly wrote their resignations.
University. In the summer of 1950, he was the American delegate to Augeri had previously stated that
the international conference of World University Service in Rotterdam, he would resign if he did not reI which WUS assists in meeting ceive a vote of confidence. Both
oflficers later announced that they
these problems.
would withdraw their resignations
After the conference, Mr. Gleaon the grounds that the entire
son spent twelve weeks visiting procedure of suspension was illegal
university centers in all parts of j according to Roberts Rules of OrThese four provisions will be Western Europe, particularly in | der under which the meetings are
followed by students applying for Germany and Austria. From these held.
admission into the Upper Division: visits and contacts with European
The group which had apparently
come into power set up an execu1. Students will file Upper Distudents and teachers he gained tive committee to control the afvision papers as usual (academic
summary sheet and schedule, but a thorough knowledge of university fairs of the organization until such
no letter) with the Registrar's conditions and of the thinking of time as a new constitution could
Office.
university people on the issues be written. The members of this
committee are John Neal, Louis
2. The Registrar will evaluate that face us all.
Ingram, P a t Nathan, Tom Pickens,
each record quantitatively and
The
World
Student
Service
Fund,
Dave
Bowen, Charles Lambeth, and
qualitatively.
Derek Dunn-Rankin. Joe Augeri
which
Mr.
Gleason
represents,
is
3. Students with an unquestionable record will be automatically one of the services to which we was also named to the committee
admitted to the Upper Division contribute thru the Chapel Fund but resigned, claiming that there
was no such committee in power.
and so notified by the Registrar. Drive.
The newly formed committee
4. The papers of students about
claimed that the method in which
whom there is doubt will be gone
they took office was entirely legal
Come
A-Cross
over by Professor Jones and any
because the constitution has no
committee he may wish to call in
for the Chapel Fund Drive
clause pertaining to elective profor consultation or to interview
November 6-10
cedure on a simple move to suspend
the student. These students will
it, (the constitution) contrasted
be notified of the final action by
with a move to ammend it.
the Registrar.

Come A - C r o s s Coined A s Slogan

Head Flamingo

Other business brought up at
Council meeting w a s :
1. The proposed program for
entertaining the servicemen in the
Rollins Extension Courses this
Saturday was accepted in full.
2. It was proposed that the library be kept open later at night
and on Saturday. Expenses could
be met if just a studyroom were
left open after 10:00 p.m.
3. A proposal was made to buy
new shells for crew practice.

O f November Chapel Fund Drive

UpperDivision Board

Procedure Altered

GERRY WALKER
tions Union this fall so that the
members might choose an editor
from those qualified for the position.

CALENDAR
November 2, 3 PM—Annie Russell Theatre.
Lt. Gen. Lewis H. Brereton,
"The Coordination of Military
Power," followed by motion
picture, "The True Glory"
(story of D-Day).

Gerry has been a constant contributor to the Flamingo and is
also outstanding in the Theatre November 3
Servicemen's party—afternoon
Arts department.
and evening.
Published three times during the
November 6
year, at the close of each term, the
Inter-Relation^s Club meeting
Flamingo contains the poems,
Sullivan House—7:00 PM.
short stories, essays and other creDelta Chi formal rushing.
ative literary efforts of Rollins students.
November 7—Mid Term
Lambda Chi Alpha formal rushMany noted authors and poets of
ing.
world wide fame have read and
November
5
commented on the excellent and
Student Council—Alumni House
superior quality of the works in
8:15 PM.
the magazine.

SUPPORTYOUR CHAPEL FUND
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The Challenge

Give Your Blood
While you are studying, attend
mg classes, or drinking down at
Harper's, do you ever think of the
excess blood you have runnin
throughout your body?
^

The most popular notion to have
captivated the Rollinsite to date
has blossomed forth this fall and
is loosely termed "The Year of
Challenge." We read it and we
talk about it and it sounds good,
but we somehow fail to fit ourselves into the picture.

Did you ever have the urge to
rid your body of this excess, and
at the same time help a worthy
cause ? If you have, we would like
to announce the presence of th
Blood For Freedom Clinic in the
basement of the Center Thursday
November 8. This Clinic is sponsored by the Department of Defense, and its purpose is to obtain
t h a t vital liquid for our boya
fighting in Korea.

According to the 'Old Reliable,"
a challenge is an invitation to a
contest, and this seems to describe
the present situation nicely. This
year there are definitely more contests going on within the Rollins
orbit than usual.
President McKean, Dr. Hanna
and Mr. Tiedtke are challenged
with formidable obstacles resulting from today's world conditions.
They are compensated for their
problems by bright hopes and a
belief t h a t the future offers the
utmost promise. They are meeting
their challenge with a courage and
selfless determination t h a t should
inspire the rest of us.

In the steaming rice paddies of
Korea, American boys are shedding
their blood the hard way. You
can give your blood with comfort
and ease—and at the same time
save a life.
Think of it, your blood, and
yours alone, is life to some wounded guy in Korea. Do you think a
life, a guy's chance to come back
to his wife or sweetheart, is worth
forty-five minutes of your time in
the Center Basement Thursday?
Let's look at it another way.
You can fight for freedom—your
right to attend the church of your
choice (or your right not to attend at all) and believe in the
ideals you have deduced—by donating blood to our boys fighting
the Communist forces in Korea.
You can give them the strength,
the life, to fight death and Communism, all in forty-five minutes.

The faculty also is coming forth
to grapple with challenge.
In
some quarters you can almost feel
the heat of mental gears grinding
away on fundamentalist thinking.
Many of our profs are resolutely
poking about among the grassroots
of educational ideals in the realization t h a t Rollins is rebuilding—
not remodeling. They continue to
exhibit an admirable willingness
to give of themselves on behalf of
the students.
We have been looking for a similar urge in the student body—and
are still looking. Not so long ago
we displayed a surprisingly mature
plunge into creative self-government. Fired by a practical idealism unique among people of college
age, m a t u r e student activity earned respect and a place for itself
amid the high councils of this institution. Respect for an organized, thinking student body became
almost habitual among the other
groups that determine Rollins policy.
Not long ago constructive plans
gushed from fertile student brains.
One plan t h a t actually got under
way was the use of student efforts
in admissions work. The full enrollment t h a t we enjoy this fall is
a tribute to the utility of this plan.
There were others equally worksble that as yet have not been
tried.
These plans can be eraployed for the benefit of the college and the student body ONLY
if the desire to progress and the
necessary leadership are present.
The Student Council is the proper source for this constructive
action. As the student governing
body, this assembly has the power
and the obligation to direct student activities for the benefit of
both the students and the College.
In Hal Suit, the students have
elected a capable and conscientious president who should be able
to take us far with the cooperation
of the student body and Council.
The newly established administrative groups a r e p a r t of the necessary legislative machinery for an
effective student program.

General Matthew B. Ridgeway,
Commander in Chief, United Nations Command, has stated the
following: "Every American who
has given blood can and should
feel he personally has contributed
directly to the saving of the life
of an American boy."

LETTER

Pro Indy Change
The Independent Men's group
has been going to pot recently.
Until the reign of Joe Augeri and
Dick Vreeland, the Indie Men had
the respect of the other social
groups on the campus. In the past
few months we have seen an appalling lack of sound leadership.
We are no longer respected. We
have seen the leaders of our organization take a position contrary
to t h e view of the group, reverse
themselves, and then reverse again.
Thy have furthered their views by
calling "secret meetings".
We acknowledge the undisputed
legal rights granted by our wholly
inadequate constitution to continue
this policy of self-contradiction.
We question, however, their moral
rights and their fitness to lead our
group. Leaders cannot siraply take
a firm stand on all major issues.
They must reflect the majority
feelings of the group they represent.
Monday we again witnessed an
abrupt about-face by these people.
The officers resigned after losing
a vote of confidence. When the
turmoil was over, they realized
their mistake and repudiated their
actions. How is the group to function under such preposterous confusion ?

Here is the challenge. The student body has an unparalleled opportunity to enter into the building
of a new and better Rollins. The
responsibilities and problems are
myriad—but so are t h e possibilities. If the students, under Student Council leadership, don't pitch
The legality of our motion to
in now with the spirit and the
suspend the constitution is too
purpose of last Spring, this chance
complicated to be argued in this
w'll be forfeited.
limited space. Whether there be
The Trustees, Faculty, and Ad- loopholes or not, it's quite clear
ministration have asked for our as- that the majority of the group
sistance in this year of endeavor. wants to suspend the present leadLet us justify their respect by ers.
This step must be taken to
getting to work—for ourselves, for prevent the writing of another conour ideals, and for the betterment stitution filled with power-giving
of Rollins.
loopholes for their self-perpetuaM.M.W. tion.
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We hope t h a t this action will
lead to regained respect for the
Independent Men among campus
social groups. We hope to create
room for dependable leaders whose
policies cannot change with their
\i'hims.
We ask t h a t all Independent Men attend the meeting
next Monday at 7 P.M. in the

LETTER

Con Indy Change

Now this appeal isn't hog dirt;
blood is needed badly. Just read
the feature article in "Life" of two
weeks ago. The supply of plasma
is almost all used up. Let's get
behind this program next Thursday and instead of spending our
time talking or playing pin ball
on the first floor of the Center, let's
go to the basement and give blood.
DAN PINGER

As chairman of the program
committee of the Independent Men,
my duties as outlined in the Independent Men's Constitution are,
"The committee shall prepare and
direct each pi-ogram of regular
elected officers are still legally
meetings according to Robert's
authorized.
Rules of Order."
2. Constitutional suspension is
At the regular Monday night not authorized by any vote under
meeting of the Indi Men, October Robert's Rules of Order. Amend29, the following motion was moved ment require? written submission,
and passed by a simple majority minimum seven-day tabling, and a
subsequent 2-3 majority vote for
vote. "That the constitution of
passage. None of these procedures
the Independent Men's Student Or- was followed, therefore that secganization of Rollins College be tion of the motion is illegal too.
suspended and t h a t the incumbent
In conclusion the so-called "exofficers be relieved of their duty ecutive committee" is without auand t h a t the constitutional, legis- thority or legal right to carry on
lative, and executive operation of any business of the Independent
said organization be placed in the Men.
The officers of the Independent
hands of an executive committee,
Men welcome the interest shown
this committee to be operative for
in the Indies by its new members.
no longer than six weeks or such
All realize the need for several
time as a new constitution be constitutional revisions, but these
adopted."
revisions will be worthless if they
This action is illegal and uncon- are to be made a mockery of, as
stitutional according to the follow- they would be if motions like this
were considered morally or legally
ing sources (state briefly):
sound. No constitution would have
1. Independent
constitutional value then.
procedure for removing officers of
At the end of last term the Intheir duty (impeachment) requires dies unanimously voted to let al
a 2-3 vote. Only a simple majority differences to be a thing of the
vote was secured; therefore the past and work together for Rollins. It is unfortunate that a fe*
Speech Shack and help to build a forgot their unity and now wish
more vital, more effective organ- to split the Indies again.
The officers of the Indies and
ization for the future.
Properly
should
or.ganized, the Independent Men all the Indies, old and neW;
sit down and legally adjust thei
can grow and progress. Let's re- goals. Out of this a stronger inorganize. Now is the time.
dependent Organizlation will
J O H N N E A L and
DICK VREELAND
LOUIS INGRAM, J R .
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Mildred Charmbury Named Dr. Smith Is
To New Post O n Time Mag Presidential
Mildred Charml)ury, daughter of Mr. Walter Charmbury, professor
of Music at Rollins College, and Mrs. Charmbury, has been promoted
from the market research department of TIME-LIFE International
to the Business Manager's office of the same division of TIME Inc.
in New York City.
In her new position, Miss Charmbury is secretary to David D. Ryus,
Business Manager for TIME Inc.'s
international editions: TIME CanCanada, Pacific, Atlantic and Latin
American and L I F E International
which is distributed in more than
100 countries all over the world.
Miss Charmbury was graduated
from Mount Holyoke
College,
Bryant Smith, Fred March, and
South Hadley, Mass., in 1946. At Takayo Tsukauchi were voted prescollege she majored in French, was ident, vice president, and secretarypresident of the French House, and treasurer of the Freshman class in I
a member of the Glee Club and run-offs last Friday.
i
Choir.
From Fall River, Massachusetts, |
Bryant is a pre-med student and
a devotee of golf, sentimental
music and dancing. He summarized
the spirit of the frosh class by
stating his ambition to help "keeji
Rollins the finest small school in
the country."
The vice president, Fred March,
was originally from Ontario, Canada, and now hails from Phila-

Frosh Elect Three

Out-of-Stater's

A s Class Officers

Come A -Cross
for the Chapel Fund Drive
November
6-10

Assistant
Appointment of Dr. Rhea Marsh
Smith, Professor of History, as
Assistant to the President, was
announced by Acting President
Hugh F. McKean of Rollins College.
Dr. Smith will handle college relations with neighboring air force

Armed Forces Blood Donor
Program Comes To Rollins
The Armed Forces Blood Donor Program will set up its hospital
in the Center basement next Thursday, November 8.
Any person in good health between the ages of 21 and 59 may
donate blood once every two months, with their donations not to exceed five times a year.
Persons between the ages of 18 and 21, except those who are
married or in military service, are required to have the consent of
parents or guardians.
f^
I
^
Adequate blood plasma reserve
<^tUuent
^ O n C f r e S S ^'^^ ^^^ armed forces is necessary
I and the only way it can be obtained
I
P.i«L»l/»«w»e
^'^ through the cooperation of

Dii uiiE.v -M-\KSii s.^:l^ll
bases and foundations and coordinate special military courses being offered by the college.
Last summer Dr. Smith served
as acting Dean of the College. He
joined the Rollins faculty in 1930.

delphia. Veep March feels that
tl.is year has great prospects. The
frosh will find him eager to cooperate with his classmates and
other officers.
MILDRED CHARMBURY
Takayo Tsukauchi, better known
Following her graduation. Miss as Tacky, the secretary-treasurer
Charmbury worked for a year with claims Chicago as her home town.
the French Government helping to A theater arts major, Tacky's tal- French Festival Gives
direct shipments of relief supplies. ents run especially to singing and
In 1947 she worked in the regis- dancing.
Student Scholarships
trar's office a t Rollins, and the
First on the schedule for the
Money contributed last year at
following year returned to New new officers is helping with the
the
French Festival is making it
York to become a secretary in the Freshman show, "The Dinky Serepossible
for two students to conLatin American Division of the nade" to be presented November 8.
tinue their education, Mme Colette
Institute of International Educavan Boecop, Professor of French
tion. '
Civilization at Rollins College, reMiss M o n s o u r Directs ported.
Rollins Catholic Choir The French scholarships went to:
Christine Chardon, daughter of
President Hugh F. McKean will Yves Chardon, conductor of the
speak to Catholic students after Central Florida Orchestra, who is
7:30 Mass, November 4, at the attending Rollins as a freshman
Communion Breakfast.
on a half scholarship.
144 Park Avenue, S.
Plans will be discussed for a new
Michel Bourgain, Paris, France,
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
all Rollins Choir to sing at the
brother Nicole Bourgain, who was
St. Margaret Mary Church.
The Store With The
Miss Sally Monsour, recently a scholarship student at Rollins
appointed member of the Rollins three years ago, received the balmusic department will direct the ance of the funds for a full scholarship to study at Rollins.
new group.
Millicent Ford, who was graduated last year, received a scholarship from the government of
Quebec to attend Lavalle University. The scholarship was ob211 East Welbourne Avenue
tained through Mme. van Boecop.
Word reaching Winter Park reported that Miss Ford attained the
highest grades at the University.
Yarns, Paks, Books, Instructions

IRVINE'S
SUNDRY

Home Atmosphere

HANDICAFT STUDIO
WINTER PARK'S YARN CENTER
Knitted Articles and Gifts
Phone 3-7334

DALLAS BOWER'S
COLLEGE GARAGE
Complete
Automotive Service
IJ.S. Tire Distributor
Use Your Campus Guide Coupon

S

OlVeS r r O U i e m S
College students everywhere will
be interested in the article NSA in
the November issue of MADEMOISELLE magazine. It tells the
story of how the National Student
Association is meeting the problems and goals that every student
shares.

Member schools elect or appoint
delegates to the annual ten-day
Congress to talk out and vote in
National policies and elect National
officers. Regional representatives
meet betv.een congresses and make
policy decisions. On member campuses, an NSA chairman shuttles
infoi-mation from the regional or
National to campus groups, attends regional meetings, directs
some projects, suggests others.
Though anxious to have a sayin how late they'll stay out at
night, whether or not they'll keep
cars on campus and what rules
should govern college extra-curricular groups, NSA-ers leave most
academic matters to their teachers
and to the administration. The
one big exception is faculty evaluation. With help from the NSA,
students from a growing number
of colleges and universities are
now grading the.r profs and some
campus NSA's have brought in
honoi' systenio.

everyone who can meet the required standards.
All that is
I of
"ncessary
is that
take an
hour
time off
fromtheytheir
routine
schedule.

NEWS BRIEFS
Relations between our big business men and the British should
be improved by the election of
Churchill's Conservatives to head
the British government.
Our
business men sometimes do not
like to deal with the "Socialists."
Actually Churchill's government
will not de-socialize but will concentrate on foreign affairs and the
budget.
A preliminary report on Sen.
McCarthy's affairs ia due November 1. It should be quite a blast.
President Truman's somewhat
controversial appointment of a
full-time ambassador to the Vatican should be looked on as a
step to improve our relations with
all anti-Communists.
Prices will continue to rise in
spite of controls.
Rather than
having a price roll-back we will
have a controlled inflation. Labor
is looking for a new round of wage
increases—the most important increase will be steel this December.

THEATER TIMETABLE

NSA's international programs
have been the most successful. It Colony—Novmeber 1—"Julia Misbehaves"—Greer Garson, Walter
has a seat on UNESCO's national
Pidgeon. November 2-3—"Two
commission and helps to sponsor
Guys From Texas" — Dennis
the World Student Service Fund.
Morgan, Jack Carson.
Ben Mount, who returned to Rol- Each NSA publishes a booklet listi."g
opportunities
in
foreign
study,
lins this Fall, also took French
Beacham—November 1-3 — "Jim
courses at Lavelle and received work and travel, and in one year
Thorpe, All American" — Burt
high grades. Both students have sent abroad over eight hundred
Lancaster, P h y l l i s Thaxter,
been congratulated by their pro- students through its own travel
Charles Bickford.
fessors on their elocution and and study groups at a cost of less
Rialto—November
1-2 — "Francis
than
seven
hundred
dollars
apiece.
pronunciation of French.
Goes to the Races"—Donald O'Connor, Piper Laurie;
"Hi,
Neighbor"—Lulubelle and Scotty.
November 3—"Return of
Daniel Boone"—"Wild Bill" Elliott; "Jungle Headhunters."
Prescriptions Accurately

TAYLOR'S P H A R M A C Y

Filled
Lelong, Yardley,
Germaine Montiel, Tussey,
Lentheric
102 N. Park Ave.
Winter Park
Dial 4-3701
Use Your Campus Guide Coupon

Grand—November 1-3 — "Sealed
Cargo"—Dana Andrews, Carla
Belenda, Claude Rains.
Roxy—November 1 — "The Enforcer" — Humphrey Bogart;
"Storm Warning"—Ronald Reagan, Ginger Rogers. November
2-3 — "The Fabulous Texan"—
William Elliott, Adrian Booth;
"Africa Screams"—Bud Abbott,
Lou Costello.

FOUR
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Chapel Fund Drive Sets Goal A t $1400;
Uses Money To Support Service Projects
Chapel Fund Drive is about to get under way.
What is the Chapel Fund Drive?
I t is an effort to secure monies for the Rollins Chapel Fund.
Through the Chapel Fund Rollins aids many people, individually and
in groups, all over the world.
In order to obtain operating funds for such causes as the
International Relations Club, World Student Service Fund, Race Relations Group, and Community
Service Fund, the Chapel Staff at
Rollins conducts a campaign each
year to raise t h e needed money to
sustain these activities.
All t h e organizations mentioned above are devoted to
service, to the helping of
others who are in need.
Without your help, they cannot
give t h a t help to others.
The Chapel Fund Drive begins
on Tuesday, November 6. Members of the Chapel Staff will visit
t h e Monday night meetings of
the campus social groups to explain the details of how and where
the money which you give is spent.

Cfmt

Come
A-Cross
for the Chapel Fund
Drive
November
6-10

FUNP
DRIVE
Hwaribef
6-iO

stitute for Stammering and Stuttering. Members of the committee
will help Girl and Boy Scouts with
This year the goal of the drive lifeguarding and dancing instrucis $1400 exclusive of the Christmas tion.
Service collections.
None of these activities would
This $1400 must come from
be able to continue were i t not
the pockets of the faculty and
for
your contribution to the Chapel
students on this campus, an
Fund Drive.
average of $2.00 per person.
The Chapel Fund Drive is asking t h a t each person give $2.00
so t h a t it may attain this goal.
This is the only full scale money
drive held at Rollins throughout
t h e year.
Won't you give your $2.00 willingly ?
Come
A-Cross
for the Cliapel Fund
Drive
November
6-10
Activities and functions of Community Service are assisted financially by the Chapel Fund Drive.
P a r t of the money which you
contribute goes toward helping
needy people in this community.
Community Service members
work a t the White Day Nursery, visit the Winter Park
Library once a week to read
to the children there.
Representatives visit patients
in the infirmary and run errands
for them.
Flowers are sent to

Race Relations is helping to
educate one or two Seminole
children by providing
the
money to pay for their schooling.
All this work would be impossible were it not for the Chapel
Fund Drive and your $2.00.

Come
A-Cross
for the Chapel Fund
Drive
Novonber
6-10

WIBSL.VW O.STU0\\ Slvt, iill«- o t
ItoUiiis two
f o s t e r clilldrcn, born
a t Sokiil. P o l a n d nt t h e o u t b r e a k
of t h e W a r , r e s i d e s a t a P o l i s h W a r
c h i l d r e n c o l o n y in KnKlnnd.

any Rollins student, staff, or faculty member in the hospital.
.4t Christmas baskets are
sent to needy families in this
area.
Outings
are
being
planned for the children at the
Parental Home.
Several donations will be made
during the year to the Emery In-

P a r t of the money which you
contribute to the Chapel Fund
Drive is used to help people abroad
through the International Relations Club and its many activities.
The IRC primarily concerned
with world affairs, supports
two war orphans and contributes each year to the World
Student Service Fund.
This
service fund helps students
abroad continue their education.
Many universities in Europe
were so badly destroyed during
World War II that they have practically no equipment with which
to teach students. Through the
World Student Service Fund students in America aid Europe an
students and their universities by

UPSILON

{-^"^

providing books and other equipment so vital to an education.
The IRC meets once a month
on the Rollins campus to hear
talks by student, faculty, and
guest
speakers who
have
traveled or lived abroad.
The money you contribute to
the Chapel Fund helps support
these activities.

Come
A-Cross
for the Chapel Fund
Drive
November
6-10
Another portion of the money
you give to the Chapel Fund
Drive goes into the Deans' Fund
to help students here on campus.
The Deans' Fund is set up
in order to lend funds to Rollins students who need a little
money for a little while.
Arrangements are made through
your contribution to the Chapel
Fund Drive.

"Frankly,

Vm co)ifused.

I wofider

ij we really did -pledge him?"

Come A -Cross
for the Chapel Fund
Drive
November
6-10

SHOP
We invite you to make our store your headquarters for all types of GIFTS in WINTER PARK.

Come
A-Cross
for the Chapel Fund
Drive
November
6-10
Through the Inter-Faith and
Race Relations groups you are
helping needy people in this community and throughout the state.
P a r t of the money which you give
to the Chapel Fund Drive will go
towards the activities of this group.
The Rollins Inter-Faith and
Race Relations group is associated with the Winter P a r k
Race Relations group.
During the past years the groups
have given money to the Hungerford colored school, money and
aid to the Hannibal Square Library
in Winter Park, sponsored an annual Race Relations Sunday on
which speakers and guests, including representatives of the
Bethune-Cookman school, have addressed the group and participated
in discussions of the problems of
race relations.
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When you're downtown come in and browse.

China
Greeting Cards
Hand bags

Crystal
Costume Jewelry
Pottery

Use Your Campus Guide Coupon
'J'JlIi:OUOUA ->IAAZAU1, » 1 3 - y e a r olrt Greek g i r l , i s o n e of tlie f o s t e r
children of t h e I n t e r n a t i o n a l R e l a t i o n s Clnh Mhich r e c e i v e s i t s s u p p o r t f r o m t h e R o l l i n s Chapel F u n d .

208 S. Park Ave.

Winter Park

CASUAL CO-ORDINATED FASHIONS
Skirts, Jackets and Dresses
Corduroy, Gabardine and
Worsted Tweeds
From the first showings
in cruise wear

Perfect for Campus Wear
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FIVE

niTR WORKING COLLEGI.ANS

Fashions Arouse Passions

Owner Of Most Winning Smile Tapped

or

To Head New Sandspur Feature Series
There is a young man on this
canipus with the most winning
smile Rollins has ever seen.
He's a curly-headed sophomore, a Delta Chi pledge, and
a soda jerk at O'Brien's Drug
store. There can be only one
answer—Dave Berto.
Last year Dave worked 45 hours
a week at O'Brien's — plus his
active life as a Rollins Freshman.
The going was tough, but his
weekly payments at the Cashier's
office were prompt.
There were other problems,
not just financial, that faced
Dave Berto. But in spite of
these, Dave could always smile

at Hardship and laugh at Adversity. .Jigain we see that
"from
adversity
springs
strength".
Dave is always
enthusiastic
about everything. He is the sparkplug of not only the football team,
but of the Delta Chi fraternity.
You name it, Dave's for it.
Whether it's redecorating Lyman Hall living room, or moving the Chapel garden into a
Delta Chi John.
Other than friendly, Dave is
studious and sincere.
And his
smile is lasting—it ripens with age
—and always welcome to those
who are closest to him.

Skirts

Botany Wool Straight Skirts
(navy, jade green, aque)
8.95
All Wool Gabardine
Straight Skirts 14.95
(beige, navy, dark green)

BONNIE JEAN SHOP
USE YOUR CAMPUS GUIDE
Phone 4-2891

118 Park Ave.

The Bare Facts O n Womcn*s Clothes

By Just FOO LIN
Since women's clothes are a subject dear to many of us, especially
the guys who have to pay the bills, I think it is about time we look at
the bare facts, and see what lies beneath feminine clothes (the
fashions that is).
Ever since the last war the modern girl has had the same ambition in mind while dressing as she has when playing golf—to go
around in as little as possible.
If women dress to please themselves (as mafciy of them say wrapped up in them. Probably
they do) it certainly doesn't take they're following the theory advomuch to please them. I also read cated by the great well-known
that girls spend all they earn on poet—whose name I have forgotten.
clothes. If this is true, some of To be perfectly honest, he wasn't
them look as though they've been great and wasn't well-known either.
unemployed for a long time.
.Anyway, he said, "The less
The modern girl's clothes
clothes, the more beaus."
are like a barbed wire fence.
He's got something there!
They protect the property
Hem lines are forever going up
without obstructing the view.
and down. Why in 1944 things
Since we must begin somewhere, were really high. Dress manulet us take the evening dress. facturers were thinking that the
Before I went to a preview of "thighs the limit." Do you rethe new formal gowns, I had no member when a kid wanted to
idea what the girls were showing prevent himself from becoming
this year. Now
---^ • i
lost, he used to hang on to his
t h a t I've seen ^^^"^
j
mother's skirt? Well, in 1944 he
couldn't reach it.
them, let me say ^^>'
~~-j
right here and
If he wanted to hide behind her
now t h a t you
skirt, he had to climb onto his
can't ask to
high-chair to do it. In this modern
much more.
day and age, girls wear less on the
Once when
street than their grandmother did
girl had nothing
in bed.
to w e a r
she
All women insist on the
stayed at home
same thing when buying a new
Nowadays she goes to a formal
frock, "Give me a snug fit."
affair.
I always thought that tight
Just remember one thing boys— clothes always stopped circulation,
if you'r dancing with your girl but it seems the tighter a girls
and your hand feels material, it's clothes are, the more she's in
where it shouldn't be.
circulation.
Women
call
their
new
People are always saying, "My
gowns "creations." I can un^
how times have
derstand this; they're made
changed!" Actuout of nothing.
5^ ally they haven't
To prove my point, when I
changed much.
walked over to one of the girls
modeling these gowns, and told her
In the good old
I'd like to see more of her, she
days when a girl
slapped my face.
Naturally, I
raised her skirt
explained t h a t I wasn't referring
six i n c h e s , it
,\i
to the gown. In fact I told her
created a sensathat I didn't care for the dress
tion. If a girl
so she just laughed it off.
raised her skirt
It isn't only evening clothes
that much today
that this slight trend toward
it would also cause a sensation.
nudity is apparent. In everyWomen's styles may change,
thing she wears, the modern
but their designs always regirl is like an airplane; she is
main the same.
continually taking off.
If you don't believe me, just take
Now we come to bathing suits—
a look a t the new afternoon dress- ah yes, Bikini, you sweet atoll.
es.
It's not that the modernThe new bathing suits have put
female isn't interested in nice
a crimp into Burlesque. Man sees
clothes, its just that she isn't
no reason to pay money to see
what he can see for nothing on
the beach. What's more he has
an ocean near by to cool off in.
Recently I gave a girl a
piece of my mind, she's wearing it for a bathing Suit this
season.
When a girl gets into a new
bathing suit she's more than half
out. Women were
born naked, and
it seems they're
doing their best /il
to return to the
original s t a t e .
Once they used
to call a little
girl, a little dear.
Now they call her
a little bare.
As the same
poet we mentioned before wrote:
Then when girls went out to
swim
They dressed like Mother Hubbard.
Now they have a bolder whim.
They dress more like her cupboard.
I suppose it's silly to change the
general trend.
You know you
can't keep a good skirt down.
After all—clothes make the man—
lack of them, the woman. There
and Lovett's Store
are probably a million reasons why

EXPERT DRY CLEANING

ZORIC Method

BRIGHTENS COLORS — ODORLESS — FIREPROOF

LAUNDRY SERVICE
DON CORRIGAN

"Campus Agent" All Houses
Dry Cleaning and Laundry Picked up Monday
Back to You Wednesday
Pickup Wednesday P.M. Back Saturday

RELIABLE CLEANERS, INC.
140 W. FAIRBANKS
One Block From Campus -

Between A&P

^'W

^v'

^

The Molester
Last Of Five
Runs College
By EGELLOC SNILLOR
During Orientation Week last
September a bewildered Freshman
came up to me and asked me to
point out the executive and administrative staff of the College
to him.
"Well," I said, "that rather
short man is President McKean, that plump fellow is
Dr. Hanna, that tall gentleman is Mr. Tiedtke, that cigar
over there holding on to a man
is Dean Darrah, and those
three people in the corner are
the Deans, Dean Cleveland,
Dean Mendell, and Dean Justice."
To the casual observer of the
Rollins Catologue this list would
seem to be complete.
But in
reality, somehow it isn't, someone
is missing.
Who has been left off this list of
big wheels?
Alas, who else can it be but
Cloverleafs very own Hester Davis.
To all of us that are connected with this 44-acre, palmcovered institution of higher
learning she is w ell known. To
some of us she is known as the
"Chief," to others as "Digger"
and to a larger group as "Hester the molester."
The "Chief" came into this world
on June 4, 1930, the last of five
children.
Her early days were
spent picking apples on the Davis's
farm near Shirley, Mass. Hester
entered Rollins in September, 1948,
and since that date she has been
running the school.
At the present time she is a
member of the Phi Mu Sorority, a
member of the Chapel Staff, assistant house-mother at Cloverleaf,
and a spy for the Student Deans.
The "Molester" has run a number
of other things here, but the
Sandspur has plans for the rest
of this page.
For the past two summers
"Digger" has gone on archiological expeditions to New
Mexico, trying to dig up a man.
She found one in 1950, but, unfortunately, he was rather old,
musty and had an ax hole in
his head.
In closing this biography I would
like to paraphrase some oftquoted words of my high school
football coach.
"Boys," old F a t Pat used to
say, "When you're in doubt during
a game, punt."
I say when you are in doubt
here at Rollins, ask Hester.
women dress as they do, and
everyone of them is a man.
But now don't get Foo
wrong, I'n not adverse to
women's fashions.
Girls, your fashions are wonderful—just keep it up.
Men, regardless of styles, women have always been women. If
they look old, they're young. If
they look young, they're old, and
if they look back—well, brother,
take my advise and follow them.
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HOT A P P L E CIDER aad crisp doughnuts held top billing at the
Kappa Kappa Gamma Pledge Open House. The Hallowe'en party,
held Monday night for all entering students, provided an enjoyable
evening full of pre-Hallowe'en spirit, mixed well with good conversation

Root-Tilden Scholarships
Available To Rollins Men
American college seniors with keen intelligence, integrity and a
zest for public service can pinch themselves awake if they are dreaming of a three-year law school scholarship with all expenses paid
according to an announcement today by Dean Russell D. Niles of
the New York University Law Center.
Practically every top-ranking senior man on the 1951 American
campus is eligible to apply for the Root-Tilden Scholarships if he is
between the ages of 20 and 28 and
a citizen. Application must be
made t o : Dean of the Law School,
New York University Law Center,
Washington Square, New York,
New York.
On November 2 and 3, student
"These scholars," the dean said,
"will have opportunities of work- deans and counselors from all over
ing on a comprehensive publication Florida will attend a work shop in
program, including the Tax Law St. Petersburg.
Principal speakers for the conReview, the most widely read law
school publication in the United ference will be Dean Hilda ThrelStates. They will be in contact keld from the University of Louiswith the Inter-American Law In- ville and Dean W. M. Wise, Dean
stitute where scholars from the of Student Personnel at the Uniwestern hemisphere make compar- versity of Florida. Dean Threlative studies of two great systems keld will speak on "Our Responof jurisprudence, the English Com- sibility For Developing and Mainmon Law. And they will take p a r t taining Professional Status" and
in the program of the Citizenship
TOMOKAN pictures are now
Clearing House which encourages
being taken in the basement of
young men of character and ability
the
Student Center.
Anyone
to take an active interest in polwho has not made an appointitics."
After his application has been ac- ment for their picture should
cepted, the candidate will first ap- do so now in the Center.

Deans Attend St.

Pete Convention

pear before a state committee comDean Wise will speak on "Our
posed of the Chief Justice of the
Responsibility For Maintaining
state's highest court, the president
Mental Health."
of the state bar association and the
Also on the agenda are films
editor or publisher of a leading
and discussion periods. Those atstate newspaper.
tending
the conference will parIf he passes this hurdle, the applicant, along with other candi- ticipate in a "Sociodrama." The
dates from the same state and counselors will extemporaneously
those from different states in the play the parts of students and
same Federal Judicial Circuit, will deans in problems that are comgo before the Circuit committee. mon to the group.
At the end of the conference
This is the final test. There the
candidate will appear before the Dean Marian Cleveland of Rollins
chief judge of the United States will summarize the two days of
Court of Appeals of the Circuit, | lectures, discussions, and films.

. .

THURSDAY, N O V E T O R I

Last week we said something nesday after Beanery.
about college life getting back to
A couple girls who didn't have
normal. That was wishful think- the time to go out for a p a r t y got
ing 'cause the best we can hope for really special service the other
is a greater degree of "normalcy". night.
Debby Bissell and Nan
study has been allowed to slip for Cochran just lowered a hatbox on
so long t h a t everyone is submerg- a rope and drew it up all full of
ed, and every time you come up donuts, and hamburgers, pretty
for breath there's something ex- nice, eh? A huge chunk of the
tra-curricular doing. The Kappa Rollins Family went away this
Pledges had an open house Monday week-end, too. Most of them saw
night and it seemed like every- the Kentucky-Florida game and enbody decided that was the proper joyed the exhilaration of a predomtime for a "breather" 'cause there inantly male campus, but back hero
was a wonderful crowd.
there were more serious things goLast Friday night there were ing on.
Rollins students at the Boy Scout
Lodge on Lake Killarney. . . not
For instance, we saw Mary Ann
to learn first aid and how to tie Hobart playing tennis and swima bowline, but swimming and group ming before breakfast; if the
singing were p a r t of the program Theta's a r e going to train for bas(that is, if Hallowe'en parties can ketball like that everyone better
be said to have a program). The
follow example! Going from sports
singing was a hint; the group was
to fashion, we find many CloverPhi Mu and they really had fun!
Wally Moon, Pete Sturtevant, Mack leaf girls visiting Rae Wilmar and
Israel and Mel Rhinehart were getting short haircuts, good lookthere so the p a r t y was really "dif- ing, too. Congratulations to the
K.A.'s for showing such marvelous
ferent".
spirit and willpower; they proved
Last night the Theta's were the very convincingly last Saturday
first campus group to attend the that all fun isn't to be had a t cerGamma Phi Beta's weekly dessert tain downtown places. The "southparties—Good coffee and a hearty ern gentlemen" held a campusdessert will be served each WedWinter Park treasure hunt. The
only persons seen "lit-up" carried
flashlights.
The hunt must have
Scientific Society
been pretty strenuous
though
'cause
BevVickerstaf
and Jerry
Elects New Officers
Robinson were observed using the
The Rollins Scientific Society K.A. pond as a footsie cooler.
held its first meeting of the year
Thursday, October 25, in Knowles
Hall. The officers elected a t the
end of the 1950-51 school year took
charge of the meeting. They are
President
Betsy Williams
Vice President .... Bud Morrison
Secretary
Jolin Joy
Treasurer
Barbara Mack
Faculty Adviser
Dr. Gilbert
The Fellows of the Society went
over the Constitution, appointed
committees for this school year,
and discussed projects to be undertaken by the R.S.S.
The next meeting of the R.S.S.
will be Thursday, October 15, and
Will be Thursday, November 15,
and is open to anyone interested
in becoming a member.

The K.A.'s also submitted this
poem which we think should be
published not as a piece of litej^.
ture but as fair warning to the unsuspecting.
The most dangerous gadget of
today
Was placed last Saturday in ^
"room" of K.A.
If you made any comments that
sounded risque.
Come listen and blush while you
hear the replay!
(For more information, see John
".Middle" Gray.)
Seen around: Cal Dickson with
Judy Gaston. ..Thank you, J„jy^
for finally piercing that armor Cai
wears around girls! Also, the two
Columbus, Georgia peaces, "Foxy"
Clason Kyle and Louise "Moon"
Mullins.
Don Jones and Phyl
Schmid have returned from Milwaukee and report her father as
convalescing.
Announcement: As you must
knov/ P a r t y Line depends on the
contributions of students and as
you can see, they don't have to
excel as to grammar and form, so
please "you all' a lot a funny
things happen around here so
please hand some in so this column
can be worth the paper it's printed
on! Gracias.
Pinned: Gail Gearhart, Theta
pledge, to John deGrove, Sigma
Nu.

fashion-genius colors

oLwINDELIBLE-CREME'!..
the miracie lipstick!

u^ciFJ^lum

WEAR
LUSTER
CREAMINESS

For those study
hour "blues"
Delicious
home-made fudge
with Real Cream
Next to Colony Theatre

RECORDS

Here's the first and only truly creamy
indelible lipstick! Non-drying because it's
made with lip-softening Lanolitel And the
colors! Not the thin, flat shades you find in
ordinary indelible lipsticks —but a full
range of fashion-genius colors only Revlon
could create! Discover "Indeiible-Creme"

now! 110

FREDDIE'S STEAK HOUSE

Today ...try Revlon's "Indelible-Creme"
the world's creamiest lipstick!

COCKTAIL LOUNGE and DINING ROOM
Open Till 2 A.M.

THE REXALL STORE

Featuring Relaxing Dinner Music

216 E.ast Park Avenue
Winter Park

4 Miles North of Winter Park — Hiway 17-92
For Reservations, Please Phone 27-2781

igjj

It's here! in

33 - 45 - 78 RPM

An Adventure in Good Eating
Serving the World's Finest Steaks

SANDSPUR

Player Attachments
Music - Accessories

Phone 4-0441
Free Delivery
Ask About Our Charge Acount Service
Use Your Campus Guide Coupon
_
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Ladder System

G o l d and Blu

D rawn For Golf

By BRUCE LEE
If one looks back in the athletic record books, a sport wifl
be found which has compiled an
impressive list of victories and
yet it remains comparatively unknown.
During the past four years.
Coach Bradley has led the
crew of three state championships and three seconds in the
Dad Vail Regatta at Poughkeepsie.
For a small college, this record
is excellent. Bdt when the financial snags that have been in the
way are considered, the record becomes magnificent.
It has only been through the persistent pushing of Coach Bradley
that crew has remained on the
athletic roster. When money was
needed, the coach went out and
raised a large portion of it. By
his efforts alone, he dug up one
third of the necessary $3,400 for
the new varsity shells a few years
ago.
But crew now faces a new
problem.
The intramural four-man shells
which have been the classrooms
for all new crew men are falling
apart. After one more season of
hard work, they will remain afloat

Clyde Kelly, Rollins student golf
coach announced today that there
will be two golf ladders posted,
one for men and one for women,
with ten places for each ladder,
in the pro shop at Dubsdred.
In order to promote activity
and competition among students
and at the same time in an effort to
prevent some of the squabbles and
differences which arise when challenge matches are played, the
ladders will be run on a medal play
basis according to the following
provisions:
1. The names on the ladder will
be determined by the ten best 18
hole scores of one week and will
be ranked accordingly.
2. The ladder week will end at
6 P.M. each Friday and the ten
low scores posted for one full
week without change.
3. One player may turn in as
many scores as he wishes. Only
his best score of the week will be
considered.
4. Each player must sign his
score card and have it attested by
two people who played with him
during the round. The card should
then be dropped in the Rollins box
in the Pro Shop at Dubsdread with

only by the grace of baling wire
and chewing gum.
At this moment, the Student
Council is attempting to relieve
the congestion on the tennis courts.
There is about $6,500 in the student
treasury all of which should not
be used for just tennis alone. Some
way should be found to appropriate
some $2,400 of it for the crew.
If this could not be done in one
year, two yearly installments of
$1,200 would be satisfactory. This
amount would cover the cost of
building two new Pocock four-man
shells and shipping them from
Seattle, Washington to Winter
Park, if the order is placed now.
There is a definite reason why
new shells should be bought.
The intramurals provide the
varsity and the jay-vees with
their new material. They are also
the coach's best method of discovering fresh talent. Therefore,
by starting newcomers in the old
shells and by using the new shells
for the spring intramurals to
bolster the varsity, the crew would
at last have a decent farm system.
Without fresh talent coming
from the intramural ranks
every year, there can be no
crew. And without the shells,
there can be no intramurals.

DOC O'BRIEN
YOUR PHARMACIST
for Prescriptions
Drugs, Sundries,
Fountain Service

Checks Cashed, Stamps, Lost and Found Dep't.
or any Service that we can do

Tall, dark, and handsome Alfre- j shade is a player's shadow.
do Millet is the athlete we'd like j Once, W'hile playing on an exyou to meet this week. Hailing j t^.g^^eiy ^^t ,^^y^ Alfredo's racket
from Mexico City, Alfredo is withhandle became slippery with persout doubt the most internationally
piration and instead of delivering
traveled tennis player on the cam- a cannonball serve, his racket
pus.
found its way into the midriff of
Alfredo learned how to play
Canadian Champion Brenden Mactennis the hard way. His faken.
ther wanted little Alfredo to
This was by no means the
play tennis but his son refused.
only moment on a tennis court
Thereupon, father Millet lowwhen Alfredo felt lost. When
ered the boom. No tennis, no
he defeated the British chamallowance was the verdict.
pion after an intense battle on
Being hard pressed, Alfredo soon
the blistering courts, the Presdecided to t r y the game and in due
ident of Mexico not only entime he began to like it.
thusiastically presented him
He immediately excelled as a
w ith the trophy, but embraced
tennis player and when he was 15
him.
years old won the Mexican NaDuring the last two years, Altional Mixed Doubles Tournament.
From then on many cups fell prey fredo has become an outstanding
to Alfredo's swift-swinging racket. member of the Kappa Alpha FraWhen he is not busy
It was hard work to play I ternity.
playing on the Davis Cup Team,
tennis in the tropics where
he can be found winning matches
the temperature is 90 degrees
in the shade and the only ' on the sunbaked courts at Rollins.

"ROBBIES"

We do everything but baby sit
"May you all have a good, happy year"
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE — PHONE 4-6101

Use Your Campus Guide Coupon

SPEND A QUIET EVENING ON OUR DANCE
FLOOR. MAKE IT A
DATE FOR THE TOUCH
DOWN CLUB THIS
SATURDAY

HARPER'S

Be sure to watch the next
edition of the SANDSPUR for
the ladder positions in golf, and
for fhe remainder of the Girls
Intramural Basketball Schedule,
and for the second half of the
Intramural Football Schedule.
the words "Ladder Score" printed
plainly next to the signature of
the player.
5. If a player does not play
during a particular week, his name
naturally comes ofl' the ladder for
that week.
We feel that these ladders will
promote friendly competition as
well as encourage golfers to play
more often. Obviously, the person
who plays every day has a much
better chance of maintaining a
good position on the ladder than
the player who turns in only one
score weekly.
Especially those people who are
interested in playing on the golf
teams should strive from week to
week to maintain their positions
on the ladder as this will be an
important consideration in selecting a team.
To the public and tho students
who see these ladders, the names
on them will naturally represent
the ten best women and ten best
men golfers at Rollins. They will
be very interested as we hope you,
the golfers will be.

IS

AIR CONDITIONED

AHIK'S GARAGE

for your comfort

HARPER'S TAVERN
and
RESTAURANT
Cocktail Lounge open from
9 A.M. to 12 P.M.
DANCING NIGHTLY
539 West Fairbanks
Phone for reservations 3-9511

Let Us Give Your Car
a Complete CHECKUP After Your Trip
Down.

Car Repairs
Batteries
Tires
500 HOLT A V E .
PHONE 3-2101

J. CALVIN MAY
Jeweler
Make Your Gift Selections
Now — Use Our Layaway
Plan
JEWELRY and WATCH
REPAIRING
BEAD STRINGING
HAMILTON, ELGIN
Watch Dealers
Phone 3-4481
352 Park Ave., W.P.

Use Your Campus Guide Coupon

USE YOUR CAMPUS GUIDE
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X Club Pounds
Sigma Nu 1 3 - 9
In a game which might have
decided the Intramural Football
championship, the X Club defeated
Sigma Nu by a decisive 13-0 score.
The X Club showed a strong
ground and arial attack while
Sigma Nu was unable to make
any appreciable yardage running and was forced to resort
to short, flat passes.
On their second play, the Club
drew first blood on a twenty-five
yard pass from Williams to Barker. Barker's attempted conversion was wide of t h e goalposts.
Late in the first half, the X club
scored again after a seventy-yard
march down the field. The key
play of the march was another
pass to Barker from Williams
which was good for forty of the
seventy yards. After that, Williams ran it over on a line buck
from the nine yard line and Barker's conversion was good making
On Tuesday, October 30, the Kappa Alpha fraternity rolled over
the score 13-0.
Delta Chi to the tune of 13-0. The game was highlighted by fierce
line play on both sides and by the passing attack of the K.A's. which
Sigma Nu spurred on by t h e
was sparked by Ed Stark throwing to J i m Wesly, the Kappa's captain
loss of Buddy Fisher, who
for both tallies.
broke his wrist, finally came
There was no scoring in t h e first half which was fought to a
to life. High's passes t o Baldstandstill by the opposing lines and marred by two interceptions and
win brought the ball to the
opponents fifteen. The X Club,
numerous costly fumbles. Despite
however, played brilliant defurious play neither team could
fensive ball and took over after
gather enough first downs to supSigma Nu failed to advance in
port a touchdown drive.
four downs.
In the opening minutes of the
second half, the game burst
The final half was a replay of
wide
open.
the first with savage blocking by
In a game played Thursday
both sides preventing any further
The Delts missed a sure touchscoring.
down when a sleeper play from afternoon, October 25, Lambda
Although it was the combination Anderson to Wood missfired with Chi swamped Alpha Phi Lambda
of Williams and Barker that pro- the ball falling just out of reach of 20-0.
This was the first game of
vided the scoring punch for the the receiver who w a s well behind
the season for both teams, and was
Club, t h e line deserves much of the secondary.
the credit. Leader, Corrigan and
A few minutes later, the Kappas marred by costly mistakes on both
Daugherty played an outstanding came to life and began to march sides.
game while Matchett, High and down t h e field with a series of
Alpha Phi Lambda's ground and
Baldwin displayed brilliant play short passes to t h e flats. After
short pass game was excellent but
for Sigma Nu.
splitting t h e enemy defences. Stark when coming within sight of paythrew a long one right down t h e dirt they reverted to longer passes
middle to Wesly who made a which were usually intercepted.
led the way to t h e Spur's 50magnificent catch in t h e endzone
20 victory over the Gamma
Lambda Chi, cashing in on
for
a thirty-five yard tally and
Phis, in the second game. The
these breaks, while unable to
the first score of the game. The
Gamma Phi guarding had
move on the ground, used their
conversion missed and the Kappa
practically an impossible task
passing team of Sturdevant to
Alphas had a 6-0 edge.
to hold back the Dunlap, DonBaldwin
make the lopsided
aldson, Farquharson combinaIn the fourth quarter t h e Kappas
score possible.
tion, which proved unbeatable.
got a break. Wesly fell on a
Nancy Flavel was not hindered
Delta fumble deep inside t h e
A note of humor was introduced
by t h e freshmen guards, a s
enemy's territory, setting up their when, at the end of the first half,
she scored 13 points to be high
second scoring opportunity. After Alpha Phi Lambda tried the splitscorer for the Gamma Phis.
breaking through t h e line for a T formation, made famous by Bud
There is no doubt about it, t h a t short gain. Stark passed to AVesly Wilkenson at Oklahoma University.
the Spurs have an excellent team in the flat for another six points. The only play of this formation
and t h a t they will be a threat in Wesly converted making t h e score was swamped and the idea of this
every game.
13-0.
formation spread in touch footThe game ended with the
ball had been delegated to the hot
K.As. threatening on the Delts
coff'ee league, meeting at the Stutwenty-five yard line.
dent Center.

Kappa Alpha Tops Delts
Wilh Hard Fousht 13-0

Kappas Defeat Pi Phis,Spurs Swamp Gamma Phis
The Kappas turned back the Pi
Phis, 35-13, in the opening game
of the 1951 Intramural Basketball
Season.
Barbara Bremerman w a s
high scorer for the Kappas,
with 14 points to her credit,
taking every advantage of her
openings to make her long
shots good.
In spite of being taken out of
the game in the second half, because of an ankle injury, Lois

Langellier racked up 13 points for
the K.K.G.S to be second high
scorer. J e an Wiselogel was high
scorer for the Pi Phis.
Two incidents occurred which
practically stopped the game. The
first was when Jean Wiselogel
called time as she stepped out of
her shoe. The second was when
Jeani MacGregor, started helping
out her guards on the wrong side
of the court.
Carol Farquharson's 35 points

WINTERPARK DRIVE-IN
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
FIRST ORLANDO SHOWING

"Once A Thief"
CAESx\R ROMERO and J U N E HAVOC
-plus-

"Two Lost Worlds"
LOUREL ELLIOT

COLOR CARTOON
—
LATEST NEWS
SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY
FIRST OUTDOOR SHOWING

"Little Egypt"
Color by Technicolor
RHONDA FLEMMING and MARK STEVENS

COLOR CARTOON
—
LATEST NEWS
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
FIRST OUTDOOR SHOWING

"Tall Target"
DICK POWELL and PAULA RAYMON

COLOR CARTOON
—
LATEST NEWS
Box Office opens 6:00 P.M. — Closes 10:00 P.M.

Lambda Chi Wins
First Game 20-0
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AIR

CONDITIONED

WINTtR PARK • PHONE ^ 5 0
Continuous from 3 P.M.

THURSDAY
GREER GARSON
WALTER PIDGEON
ELIZABETH TAYLOR in

"JULIA MISBEHAVES'
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
DENNIS MORGAN
JACK CARSON
-in-

"TWO GUYS FROM
TEXAS"
Color by Technicolor

SUN. - MON. - TUES.
BING'S LATEST HIT!
Directed by Frank Capra
BING CROSBY
J A N E WYMAN
ALEXIS SMITH in

"HERE COMES THE
GROOM"
WEDNESDAY - THURS.
ELIZABETH TAYLOR
SPENCER TRACY
JOAN BENNETT in

"FATHER'S LITTLE
DIVIDEND"

PRAIRIE LAKE
DRIVE IN

A Good Point to Remember

Friday - Tuesday

L A U N D E R IT

Noveember 2 - 6

FIRST CENTRAL FLORIDA
SHOWING

AT THE

"SATURDAY'S
HERO"

LAUNDERETTE

Wednesday - Friday
DOUBLE FEATURE

"SWORD OF
MONTE CRISTO"
-also-

"PERFECT
STRANGERS"
Saturday - Tuesday

"A MILLIONAIRE
FOR CHRISTY"

"He is rather nearsighted — but
he never forgets the Angostura*
in a Manhattan I!'

AtkCOS%.
AROMATIC
MAKES

We Do All the Work
And if you wish, you may leave your garments
to be expertly hand-ironed. Ask attendant
at desk for information.

BITTERS

BETTER

DRINKS

* P . S . Smart hostt use their heads wftm
they use Angostura to bring out the trut
flavor of Manhattans and Old Fashioneds!
Try Angostura in soups and sauces, too.

161 West Fairbanks Ave.
Phone 3-4351

Winter Park

